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STUDY AIM
RESEARCH QUESTIONS TO STUDY 
EFFECTIVENESS OF ENZYME-ENGINEERING 
DESIGN LAB

Q1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect 
attainment of activity learning goals?

Q2: What are the student perceptions of this 
activity?

METHODS
ENZYME ENGINEERING LAB

MIXED METHODS6 STUDY

I.   Learning Rubric 

A rubric designed by the instructors was applied to each 
team’s research summary and innovation proposal to assess 
attainment of the learning goals. Each assignment was rated 
by both instructors, and then individual ratings were 
discussed to reach a combined/resolved score.

II.   Focus Group 

A  one-hour post-lab focus group with 5 student volunteers 
enabled exploration of student perceptions of the activity. 
Students were asked to discuss the following 7 questions 
during the session.  Transcripts of audio-recorded session 
were used for inductive thematic analysis.

1. What were some aspects of this activity that you enjoyed?

2. What were some aspects of this activity you thought could 
be improved?

3. What aspects of this activity helped reinforce your learning 
of enzyme catalysis and kinetics?

4. Did this activity help you understand how to use KEGG 
and BRENDA database tools?

5. Did it help to work with the team on learning the 
informatics tools?

6. Did it help to work within a team on generating a value 
proposition?

7. Is there anything else you would like to say about this 
enzyme lab activity that we could apply for next year?

RESULTS

DOCUMENT ANALYSIS USING THE LEARNING RUBRIC

1. Work produced by each student team was at an acceptable level with 
respect to all 3 learning rubric goals.

2. Inter-rater differences may reflect raters’ disciplinary backgrounds 
(A low but consistent inter-rater reliability (53%) was observed.)

INDUCTIVE THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF FOCUS GROUP: EXAMPLES

THEME 1: Incorporation of Informatics and visualization tools promoted 
creativity for applied learning.
“It made it more accessible because I don’t have a strong protein engineering 
activity background compared to a lot of other people,”

“I thought the protein visualization tool was really cool.  It’s something I didn’t know 
existed and it really made the creative process more tangible.”

THEME 2: Adding a therapeutic  application motivated learning.
“I think the value proposition was important because when I did basic research 
before, I never really looked into who would actually want this technology.”

“Having a purpose made me want to engage with all the tools  and having an 
overarching goal for why we are doing these things helps drive my learning.”

THEME 3:  Working in teams with students with different training 
backgrounds enabled greater understanding.
“I think having some people with more lower level (basic science) knowledge and 
other people with more industry or public health higher level experience  really 
helped our group to see how the value proposition and innovation works”

THEME 4: Adding a competition element motivated team innovation.
“The competition gave me a lot of motivation to be better than other groups and 
come up with a different modification to make a better product.”

CONCLUSIONS
1. A mixed-method evaluation demonstrated this 

lab exercise successfully engaged students in 
integrating basic and clinical sciences with 
engineering innovation. 

2. Learning activity structure promoted creativity 
and teamwork between students with different 
training backgrounds that positively impacted 
students’ motivation and their ability to apply 
foundational concepts to medical innovation.

3. Significance: Incorporation of an application-
driven, team-based task which links basic 
science knowledge to product design and 
marketing provided the drive for learning and 
ideation.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
RUBRIC

1. Provide students the rubric in advance to motivate 
better translation of group discussion into tangible 
outcomes on submitted summary.

2. Convert the rubric rating scale from a 3- to 5-point 
scale to further differentiate outcomes and 
address the impact of differences in rater’s 
disciplinary background on inter-rater reliability.

3. Fine-tune rubric questions to better focus on how 
students apply foundational knowledge towards 
innovation.

LEARNING ACTIVITY

1. Work in smaller teams of 3-4 students so 
everyone stays engaged.

2. Provide more initial exercises on how to use 
information garnered from these databases to 
bring everyone to the same level prior to the 
innovation activity.

3. Provide follow-up opportunities for teams to take 
a deeper dive into their innovation proposals.

Safeteplase™ - incorporate an allosteric 
inhibitor site to bind downstream inhibitors of 
enzyme to lower patient hemorrhage risk.

Clotbegone™ - incorporate a binding site 
for gold nanoparticles to increase efficiency 
of drug delivery and uptake and encapsulate 
within different size nanospheres to fine-tune  
effective dose and therapeutic time window. 
(image right – from student team proposal)
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EXAMPLES OF NEW ALTEPLASE FORMULATIONS  

PREPARATION
- Lecture: Enzyme 
Catalysis, Kinetics, 
Regulation  
- Engineering Reading: 
Static and Dynamic 
Equilibria in Biochemical 
Systems2

LAB 1ST HOUR
- Create 5 teams of 6-8 
students each
- Students use 
enzyme/genomic 
informatics databases 
BRENDA3 and KEGG4

to research genetics, 
physical properties, 
classification, kinetics, 
and structure-activity 
relationships  for the 
commercial enzyme, 
Alteplase5

LAB 2ND HOUR
Teams present and 
submit a proposal for a 
re-engineered product 
design that includes a:
(i) new formulation of 
Alteplase including 
marketing name.
(ii) value proposition 
for the new product.

INTRODUCTION
• Carle Illinois College of Medicine has developed 

engineering-infused curriculum aligned with its 
mission to train future physician-innovators to 
transform and democratize health care. 

• Phase 1 curriculum is taught by Instructor teams 
of basic scientists, clinicians, and engineers.

• For the Foundations: Molecules to 
Populations course, an engineer-biochemist 
instructor team (Bhalerao-Yodh) developed a 
therapeutic enzyme design lab1 for Carle 
Illinois inaugural student class as a way to 
implement its engineering-integrated curriculum 
at the basic science level. 

• For the 2nd run of this lab, the same instructor 
team piloted a mixed-methods research 
study to evaluate student learning experiences 
and outcomes from this integrative activity.  This 
poster outlines the results of this study.

PHASE 1 FOUNDATIONS: MOLECULES TO POPULATIONS COURSE

Week 2:  Biochemical Basis of Disease
- Proteins, Enzymes, Static & Dynamic Equilibria 

in Biochemical Systems

Therapeutic Enzyme Engineering/Design Lab 

A basic-science-engineering activity that 
integrates biochemistry, informatics, product 
design and marketing communication. 

RUBRIC 
QUESTION 1

RUBRIC 
QUESTION 2

RUBRIC 
QUESTION 3

1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or 
BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal 
source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?

2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of 
alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?

LEARNING RUBRIC
Rating Scale:  1 – Inadequate,  2 – Adequate, 3 – Exceptional

MIXED METHODS RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1
 To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions 
including Client and Customer Base?

Rubric Questions - 
How well did 
students __?

Q1: Demonstrate knowledge of 
how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA 
informatics databases?

Q2: Demonstrate ability to propose 
a new formulation of alteplase 
based on informatics findings?

Q3: Demonstrate an 
understanding of value 
propositions?

Combined (Resolved) 
Rater Score

AVERAGE 
(5 Student Teams)

2 2.2 2.2

LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  
To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

1 –Inadequate   2- Adequate    3- Exceptional

Rater 1 (Engineer) Rater 2 (Biochemist) Resolution
Score 2 (adequate) Initial Score 1 (inadequate) Combined/Resolved Score 2 (adequate)

"There is a kernel of an 
idea - the allosteric 
inhibition that could reduce 
or control its activity. How 
that affects the 
degradation is unclear." 

"More indepth research needed on 
downstream inibitor (PA1) mechanism of 
action and the proposed allosteric site 
features. Value proposition had incorrect 
information on impact of PA1 inhibition 
on activity."  

Rater 2 (biochemist) increased score after discussing 
with Rater 1 (engineer) who clarified that engineering 
brainstorming sessions only require coming up with a 
generally plausible mechanim because there will be 
multiple iterations for the team to  research further 
into molecular details and correct errors.

RATING DIFFERENCES DUE TO DISCPLINARY BACKGROUNDS  (Example, Safeteplase)
Learning Rubric Q2: Biochemist vs. engineering view of brainstorming

http://abe-bhaleraolab.age.uiuc.edu/
http://brenda-enzymes.org/
https://www.genome.jp/kegg/
https://www.activase.com/
mailto:jyodh@illinois.edu
mailto:bhalerao@illinois.edu
mailto:rwallon2@illinois.edu

Sheet1

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?														LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?												LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		QUESTIONS		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?												2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?												3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?



		RATING SCALE		1 –Inadequate:  Students did not demonstrate awareness of Kegg or Brenda databases and/or only answered 3 or less of the 1st 7 questions
.
2- Adequate:  If they answered 75% of 1st 10 questions correctly (encompassing partial answers)

3- Exceptional:  1st 10 questions are correct and fully answered in an actionalble manner and contextualized.
												1 –Inadequate: No or incorrect understanding of existing therapeutic utility or actual therapeutic mechanism or modality of alteplase

2- Adequate: demonstrated an understanding of modality and proposed a design variation that conserved or augmented the native therapeutic modality

3- Exceptional:  presentation clear and proposal is plausible,  innovative or addresses deficiencies of existing therapeutics												1 –Inadequate:  could not present the value proposition from the perspective of stakeholders (e.g. they presented a technical feature instead of communicating value to a customer or client.  

2- Adequate: properly identified the customer and the client and able to list out one value points for each of the stakeholders

3- Exceptional:  presented well, provided multiple quantifiable points of value for their product to stakeholders 

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 1  SAFETEPLASE
Caywin Zhuang, Bailey MacInnis, Anton Christensen, Emily Smith, Rahul Ramanathan, Max Ledersnider		2		The visualization is missing entirely. Also missing units on #3		2		Overall fairly thorough but could have shown 3D structure of enzyme (not just described it), included Km/Vmax, written out reaction		2		agreed adequate		2		There is a kernel of an idea - the allosteric inhibition that could reduce or control its activity. How that affects the degradation is unclear. 		1		I think they were on the right track to essentially increase activity by lowering effect of a downstream inhibitor.  However should have provided a better description of PAI-1 as well as features of the proposed allosteric site to incorporate on alteplase.  Also - value proposition said this was supposed to reduce activity of enzyme but in fact inhibiting PAI-1 would increase the activity?		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who clarified that brainstorming session in engineering only require coming up with a general with a plausible mechanim.  This is sufficient because there will be multiple iterations to work out details.		2		Value prop for patients is good, but stakeholder are not adequately identified. 		1		Did not define customer or client stakeholders.  Did not really explain value proposition except to say it was aimed to improve patient safety so likely patient is the customer?		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who felt patient safety was sufficient for definiting customer and the value.  KB also noted that quality of research was lower because 1) students didn't know these assignments were going to be assesseda & there was not sufficient time  and also 2) some attentuation in quality in translating group discussion into tangible outcome on paper.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 2 - BALRANNASE
Brad Kaptur, Anita Kodali, Neha Panigrahy, Lotanna Nwandu, Natalie Ramsy, Rahul Yerrabelli, Ashkhan Hojati		2		I could give this one a 3, but one answer (enzyme class) is wrong. 		2		Partially correct.   Did state reaction. Did NOT get class of enzyme so were not using BRENDA properly.  Did show 3D structure and listed simular enzymes but not how they are different from alteplase.		2		agreed adequate		3		Well done!		2		Many ideas proposed 1) They focused on manufacturing specifically changing cell type from CHO to HEK-293 which apparently have increased transfection and lower variability in glycosylation which could impact activity https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2821524/ .  Also discussed changing solvent to accomdate different microenvironments in the body but not very well thought out.		2		KB lowered his score based on discussion with JY in that they hadn't fully worked out details for different microenvionrments and solvents		3		Well done!		2		Identify customer as patients and client as Hospitals, ER rooms, doctors or cardiologists.   This could be correct if hospitals are the client.   Also pointed out the value of de novo synthesis of drug with respect to better efficiency of production  microenvironment by altering solvents.  site-specific Idea is there but not well thought out - 		3		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB  that they identified hospitals as client/customer.  KB also noted that quality of research was lower because 1) students didn't know these assignments were going to be assesseda & there was not sufficient time  and also 2) some attentuation in quality in translating group discussion into tangible outcome on paper.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 3  ULTRAPLASE
Keith Cordner, Bara Saadah, Lindsey Ades , Prachi Keni, Darrion Yang, Jan Lee, Edward Liang
		2		Missing units on Mol Wt. 		2		Some flaws - did not identify alteplase analogues from other organisms but humans,   identified other proteases (trypsin) but not specific alteplase-like variants with different inhibitors/activators, 		2		agreed adequate		3		Great idea to reach out as a treatment for chronic cases		1		I think the idea here is to make a new formulation of alteplase with lower activity for treating patients with more chronic risk of clotting.  But not clear if D-dimer, a product of fibrin breakdown is even an inhibitor of alteplase.		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who clarified that brainstorming session in engineering only require coming up with a general with a plausible mechanim.  This is sufficient because there will be multiple iterations to work out details.		2		Adequately done.  		2		identified customer -and clients as patients with chronic clotting and high BP risks.  

Value seems to be to make a longer-lasting lower efficiency product for chronically ill patients which is a good start, although details not worked out.		2		agreed adequatelead to realization that identification of value of solving problem for chronically ill patients was a good start.  Raised score to 2

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 4  SERINE PROTEASES
Pavel Galchenko, Greg Payne, Nick Peterman, Shanel Pickard, Shonit Sharma, Eunhae Yeo
		2		Missing units on Mol Wt. 		2		didn't say what reaction alteplase carried out.  Didn't say human organism source but just cell type.   Focused on activators and inhibitors for protease class of enzymes instead of alteplase		2		agreed adequate.  At first, Jaya was leaning lower but realized they had done 75% of questions correctly		2		They chose not to answer the question, even though they identified some deficiencies pertaining to alteplase and assumed that it would be a waste to compete against it. 		1		Decided there would be no marketable alternative to alteplase and just switched assigments to serine proteases!  although came up with a novel formulation of a tryptase inhibitor that could be used to monitor mast cell activation during treatment for anaphylaxis.  		2		JY raised score based on paragraph students provided on their research on alteplase at least identifying hemorraghing risk and idea to add a stabilizer.   Even though they changed formulation to Tryptase, they did do the steps correctly 		2		Their description is a bit rambling and didn’t answer the questions head on. I graded the VP based on their tryptase product rather than the alteplase variant.  		2		noted hospitals as both the client and customer.    They did identify value for their proposed  tryptase product for tracking anaphylaxis patients, although it was not well thought out		2		agreed adequate, although JY felt tryptase product wsan't well thought out.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 5  CLOTBEGONE
Samantha Huang, James Lee, Jack Lowe, Joe Policarpio, Krishin Shivdasani, Katy Stauffer
		2		they got the enzyme class wrong but everything else OK.  Close to a 3		2		thorough coverage especially of alteplase variants, active site, and visualization not only through crystal structure but SEM as well, however got the enzyme class wrong
close to a  3		2		This group was better than prior ones in terms of their coverage but  sicne missed an obvious question about class of enzyme, gave them a 2 		3		very detailed formulation		3		good proposal for using different size gold nanoparticles to deliver different doses of the drug and also with extended release.  Discussed limitations as well		3		agreed exceptional		2		didn't provide multiple quantifiable points of value		3		identified value in being able to give a lower effective does to reduce side effects to patients with clotting risk disorders (customer) and client is the hospital.		2		JY lowereed her score agreed that there were not multiple points of value.  So Jaya lowered score.
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		RATING DIFFERENCES DUE TO DISCPLINARY BACKGROUNDS  (Example, Safeteplase)
Learning Rubric Q2: How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?



		Rater 1 (Engineer)		Rater 2 (Biochemist)		Resolution

		Score 2 (adequate)		Initial Score 1 (inadequate)		Combined/Resolved Score 2 (adequate)

		Notes		Notes		Notes

		"There is a kernel of an idea - the allosteric inhibition that could reduce or control its activity. How that affects the degradation is unclear." 		"More indepth research needed on downstream inibitor (PA1) mechanism of action and the proposed allosteric site features. Value proposition had incorrect information on impact of PA1 inhibition on activity."  		Rater 2 (biochemist) increased score after discussing with Rater 1 (engineer) who clarified that engineering brainstorming sessions only require coming up with a generally plausible mechanim because there will be multiple iterations for the team to  research further into molecular details and correct errors.
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		MIXED METHODS RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1
 To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		LEARNING RUBRIC
Rating Scale:  1 – Inadequate,  2 – Adequate, 3 – Exceptional

		RUBRIC QUESTION 1		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?

		RUBRIC QUESTION 2		2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?

		RUBRIC QUESTION 3		3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?
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combined rubric with notes

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?														LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?												LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		QUESTIONS		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?												2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?												3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?



		RATING SCALE		1 –Inadequate:  Students did not demonstrate awareness of Kegg or Brenda databases and/or only answered 3 or less of the 1st 7 questions
.
2- Adequate:  If they answered 75% of 1st 10 questions correctly (encompassing partial answers)

3- Exceptional:  1st 10 questions are correct and fully answered in an actionalble manner and contextualized.
												1 –Inadequate: No or incorrect understanding of existing therapeutic utility or actual therapeutic mechanism or modality of alteplase

2- Adequate: demonstrated an understanding of modality and proposed a design variation that conserved or augmented the native therapeutic modality

3- Exceptional:  presentation clear and proposal is plausible,  innovative or addresses deficiencies of existing therapeutics												1 –Inadequate:  could not present the value proposition from the perspective of stakeholders (e.g. they presented a technical feature instead of communicating value to a customer or client.  

2- Adequate: properly identified the customer and the client and able to list out one value points for each of the stakeholders

3- Exceptional:  presented well, provided multiple quantifiable points of value for their product to stakeholders 

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 1  SAFETEPLASE
Caywin Zhuang, Bailey MacInnis, Anton Christensen, Emily Smith, Rahul Ramanathan, Max Ledersnider		2		The visualization is missing entirely. Also missing units on #3		2		Overall fairly thorough but could have shown 3D structure of enzyme (not just described it), included Km/Vmax, written out reaction		2		agreed adequate		2		There is a kernel of an idea - the allosteric inhibition that could reduce or control its activity. How that affects the degradation is unclear. 		1		I think they were on the right track to essentially increase activity by lowering effect of a downstream inhibitor.  However should have provided a better description of PAI-1 as well as features of the proposed allosteric site to incorporate on alteplase.  Also - value proposition said this was supposed to reduce activity of enzyme but in fact inhibiting PAI-1 would increase the activity?		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who clarified that brainstorming session in engineering only require coming up with a general with a plausible mechanim.  This is sufficient because there will be multiple iterations to work out details.		2		Value prop for patients is good, but stakeholder are not adequately identified. 		1		Did not define customer or client stakeholders.  Did not really explain value proposition except to say it was aimed to improve patient safety so likely patient is the customer?		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who felt patient safety was sufficient for definiting customer and the value.  KB also noted that quality of research was lower because 1) students didn't know these assignments were going to be assesseda & there was not sufficient time  and also 2) some attentuation in quality in translating group discussion into tangible outcome on paper.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 2 - BALRANNASE
Brad Kaptur, Anita Kodali, Neha Panigrahy, Lotanna Nwandu, Natalie Ramsy, Rahul Yerrabelli, Ashkhan Hojati		2		I could give this one a 3, but one answer (enzyme class) is wrong. 		2		Partially correct.   Did state reaction. Did NOT get class of enzyme so were not using BRENDA properly.  Did show 3D structure and listed simular enzymes but not how they are different from alteplase.		2		agreed adequate		3		Well done!		2		Many ideas proposed 1) They focused on manufacturing specifically changing cell type from CHO to HEK-293 which apparently have increased transfection and lower variability in glycosylation which could impact activity https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2821524/ .  Also discussed changing solvent to accomdate different microenvironments in the body but not very well thought out.		2		KB lowered his score based on discussion with JY in that they hadn't fully worked out details for different microenvionrments and solvents		3		Well done!		2		Identify customer as patients and client as Hospitals, ER rooms, doctors or cardiologists.   This could be correct if hospitals are the client.   Also pointed out the value of de novo synthesis of drug with respect to better efficiency of production  microenvironment by altering solvents.  site-specific Idea is there but not well thought out - 		3		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB  that they identified hospitals as client/customer.  KB also noted that quality of research was lower because 1) students didn't know these assignments were going to be assesseda & there was not sufficient time  and also 2) some attentuation in quality in translating group discussion into tangible outcome on paper.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 3  ULTRAPLASE
Keith Cordner, Bara Saadah, Lindsey Ades , Prachi Keni, Darrion Yang, Jan Lee, Edward Liang
		2		Missing units on Mol Wt. 		2		Some flaws - did not identify alteplase analogues from other organisms but humans,   identified other proteases (trypsin) but not specific alteplase-like variants with different inhibitors/activators, 		2		agreed adequate		3		Great idea to reach out as a treatment for chronic cases		1		I think the idea here is to make a new formulation of alteplase with lower activity for treating patients with more chronic risk of clotting.  But not clear if D-dimer, a product of fibrin breakdown is even an inhibitor of alteplase.		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who clarified that brainstorming session in engineering only require coming up with a general with a plausible mechanim.  This is sufficient because there will be multiple iterations to work out details.		2		Adequately done.  		2		identified customer -and clients as patients with chronic clotting and high BP risks.  

Value seems to be to make a longer-lasting lower efficiency product for chronically ill patients which is a good start, although details not worked out.		2		agreed adequatelead to realization that identification of value of solving problem for chronically ill patients was a good start.  Raised score to 2

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 4  SERINE PROTEASES
Pavel Galchenko, Greg Payne, Nick Peterman, Shanel Pickard, Shonit Sharma, Eunhae Yeo
		2		Missing units on Mol Wt. 		2		didn't say what reaction alteplase carried out.  Didn't say human organism source but just cell type.   Focused on activators and inhibitors for protease class of enzymes instead of alteplase		2		agreed adequate.  At first, Jaya was leaning lower but realized they had done 75% of questions correctly		2		They chose not to answer the question, even though they identified some deficiencies pertaining to alteplase and assumed that it would be a waste to compete against it. 		1		Decided there would be no marketable alternative to alteplase and just switched assigments to serine proteases!  although came up with a novel formulation of a tryptase inhibitor that could be used to monitor mast cell activation during treatment for anaphylaxis.  		2		JY raised score based on paragraph students provided on their research on alteplase at least identifying hemorraghing risk and idea to add a stabilizer.   Even though they changed formulation to Tryptase, they did do the steps correctly 		2		Their description is a bit rambling and didn’t answer the questions head on. I graded the VP based on their tryptase product rather than the alteplase variant.  		2		noted hospitals as both the client and customer.    They did identify value for their proposed  tryptase product for tracking anaphylaxis patients, although it was not well thought out		2		agreed adequate, although JY felt tryptase product wsan't well thought out.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 5  CLOTBEGONE
Samantha Huang, James Lee, Jack Lowe, Joe Policarpio, Krishin Shivdasani, Katy Stauffer
		2		they got the enzyme class wrong but everything else OK.  Close to a 3		2		thorough coverage especially of alteplase variants, active site, and visualization not only through crystal structure but SEM as well, however got the enzyme class wrong
close to a  3		2		This group was better than prior ones in terms of their coverage but  sicne missed an obvious question about class of enzyme, gave them a 2 		3		very detailed formulation		3		good proposal for using different size gold nanoparticles to deliver different doses of the drug and also with extended release.  Discussed limitations as well		3		agreed exceptional		2		didn't provide multiple quantifiable points of value		3		identified value in being able to give a lower effective does to reduce side effects to patients with clotting risk disorders (customer) and client is the hospital.		2		JY lowereed her score agreed that there were not multiple points of value.  So Jaya lowered score.
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combined rubric without notes

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		QUESTIONS		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?						2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?						3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?



		RATING SCALE		1 –Inadequate:  Students did not demonstrate awareness of Kegg or Brenda databases and/or only answered 3 or less of the 1st 7 questions
.
2- Adequate:  If they answered 75% of 1st 10 questions correctly (encompassing partial answers)

3- Exceptional:  1st 10 questions are correct and fully answered in an actionalble manner and contextualized.


				KB Score		JY Score		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		KB Score		JY Score		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		KB Score		JY Score		Combined/
Resolved 
Score

		2019 TEAM 1  SAFETEPLASE
		2		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2

		2019 TEAM 2 - BALRANNASE
		2		2		2		3		2		2		3		2		3

		2019 TEAM 3  ULTRAPLASE

		2		2		2		3		1		2		2		2		2

		2019 TEAM 4  SERINE PROTEASES

		2		2		2		2		1		2		2		2		2

		2019 TEAM 5  CLOTBEGONE
		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		2

		AVERAGE		2		2		2		2.6		1.6		2.2		2.2		2		2.2
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combined rubric w-o notes 2

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  
To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		Rubric Questions 		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?		2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?		3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?



				Combined (Resolved) Rater Score
1 –Inadequate   2- Adequate    3- Exceptional

		TEAM 1  SAFETEPLASE
		2		2		2

		TEAM 2 - BALRANNASE
		2		2		3

		TEAM 3  ULTRAPLASE
		2		2		2

		TEAM 4  SERINE PROTEASES
		2		2		2

		TEAM 5  CLOTBEGONE
		2		3		2

		AVERAGE		2		2.2		2.2
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combined rubric w-o notes 3

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  
To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		Rubric Questions - How well did students __?		Q1: Demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases?		Q2: Demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on informatics findings?		Q3: Demonstrate an understanding of value propositions?

		Combined (Resolved) Rater Score		1 –Inadequate   2- Adequate    3- Exceptional

		AVERAGE 
(5 Student Teams)		2		2.2		2.2



												Rubric Questions 

												1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?

												2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?

												3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?
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rating diff example

		RATING DIFFERENCES DUE TO DISCPLINARY BACKGROUNDS  (Example, Safeteplase)
Learning Rubric Q2: How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?



		Rater 1 (Engineer)		Rater 2 (Biochemist)		Resolution

		Score 2 (adequate)		Initial Score 1 (inadequate)		Combined/Resolved Score 2 (adequate)

		Notes		Notes		Notes

		"There is a kernel of an idea - the allosteric inhibition that could reduce or control its activity. How that affects the degradation is unclear." 		"More indepth research needed on downstream inibitor (PA1) mechanism of action and the proposed allosteric site features. Value proposition had incorrect information on impact of PA1 inhibition on activity."  		Rater 2 (biochemist) increased score after discussing with Rater 1 (engineer) who clarified that engineering brainstorming sessions only require coming up with a generally plausible mechanim because there will be multiple iterations for the team to  research further into molecular details and correct errors.





rubric q table

		MIXED METHODS RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1
 To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		LEARNING RUBRIC
Rating Scale:  1 – Inadequate,  2 – Adequate, 3 – Exceptional

		RUBRIC QUESTION 1		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?

		RUBRIC QUESTION 2		2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?

		RUBRIC QUESTION 3		3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?
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rating diff example (2)

		RATING DIFFERENCES DUE TO DISCPLINARY BACKGROUNDS  (Example, Safeteplase)
Learning Rubric Q2: Biochemist vs. engineering view of brainstorming



		Rater 1 (Engineer)		Rater 2 (Biochemist)		Resolution

		Score 2 (adequate)		Initial Score 1 (inadequate)		Combined/Resolved Score 2 (adequate)

		"There is a kernel of an idea - the allosteric inhibition that could reduce or control its activity. How that affects the degradation is unclear." 		"More indepth research needed on downstream inibitor (PA1) mechanism of action and the proposed allosteric site features. Value proposition had incorrect information on impact of PA1 inhibition on activity."  		Rater 2 (biochemist) increased score after discussing with Rater 1 (engineer) who clarified that engineering brainstorming sessions only require coming up with a generally plausible mechanim because there will be multiple iterations for the team to  research further into molecular details and correct errors.





combined rubric with notes

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?														LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?												LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		QUESTIONS		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?												2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?												3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?



		RATING SCALE		1 –Inadequate:  Students did not demonstrate awareness of Kegg or Brenda databases and/or only answered 3 or less of the 1st 7 questions
.
2- Adequate:  If they answered 75% of 1st 10 questions correctly (encompassing partial answers)

3- Exceptional:  1st 10 questions are correct and fully answered in an actionalble manner and contextualized.
												1 –Inadequate: No or incorrect understanding of existing therapeutic utility or actual therapeutic mechanism or modality of alteplase

2- Adequate: demonstrated an understanding of modality and proposed a design variation that conserved or augmented the native therapeutic modality

3- Exceptional:  presentation clear and proposal is plausible,  innovative or addresses deficiencies of existing therapeutics												1 –Inadequate:  could not present the value proposition from the perspective of stakeholders (e.g. they presented a technical feature instead of communicating value to a customer or client.  

2- Adequate: properly identified the customer and the client and able to list out one value points for each of the stakeholders

3- Exceptional:  presented well, provided multiple quantifiable points of value for their product to stakeholders 

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 1  SAFETEPLASE
Caywin Zhuang, Bailey MacInnis, Anton Christensen, Emily Smith, Rahul Ramanathan, Max Ledersnider		2		The visualization is missing entirely. Also missing units on #3		2		Overall fairly thorough but could have shown 3D structure of enzyme (not just described it), included Km/Vmax, written out reaction		2		agreed adequate		2		There is a kernel of an idea - the allosteric inhibition that could reduce or control its activity. How that affects the degradation is unclear. 		1		I think they were on the right track to essentially increase activity by lowering effect of a downstream inhibitor.  However should have provided a better description of PAI-1 as well as features of the proposed allosteric site to incorporate on alteplase.  Also - value proposition said this was supposed to reduce activity of enzyme but in fact inhibiting PAI-1 would increase the activity?		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who clarified that brainstorming session in engineering only require coming up with a general with a plausible mechanim.  This is sufficient because there will be multiple iterations to work out details.		2		Value prop for patients is good, but stakeholder are not adequately identified. 		1		Did not define customer or client stakeholders.  Did not really explain value proposition except to say it was aimed to improve patient safety so likely patient is the customer?		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who felt patient safety was sufficient for definiting customer and the value.  KB also noted that quality of research was lower because 1) students didn't know these assignments were going to be assesseda & there was not sufficient time  and also 2) some attentuation in quality in translating group discussion into tangible outcome on paper.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 2 - BALRANNASE
Brad Kaptur, Anita Kodali, Neha Panigrahy, Lotanna Nwandu, Natalie Ramsy, Rahul Yerrabelli, Ashkhan Hojati		2		I could give this one a 3, but one answer (enzyme class) is wrong. 		2		Partially correct.   Did state reaction. Did NOT get class of enzyme so were not using BRENDA properly.  Did show 3D structure and listed simular enzymes but not how they are different from alteplase.		2		agreed adequate		3		Well done!		2		Many ideas proposed 1) They focused on manufacturing specifically changing cell type from CHO to HEK-293 which apparently have increased transfection and lower variability in glycosylation which could impact activity https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2821524/ .  Also discussed changing solvent to accomdate different microenvironments in the body but not very well thought out.		2		KB lowered his score based on discussion with JY in that they hadn't fully worked out details for different microenvionrments and solvents		3		Well done!		2		Identify customer as patients and client as Hospitals, ER rooms, doctors or cardiologists.   This could be correct if hospitals are the client.   Also pointed out the value of de novo synthesis of drug with respect to better efficiency of production  microenvironment by altering solvents.  site-specific Idea is there but not well thought out - 		3		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB  that they identified hospitals as client/customer.  KB also noted that quality of research was lower because 1) students didn't know these assignments were going to be assesseda & there was not sufficient time  and also 2) some attentuation in quality in translating group discussion into tangible outcome on paper.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 3  ULTRAPLASE
Keith Cordner, Bara Saadah, Lindsey Ades , Prachi Keni, Darrion Yang, Jan Lee, Edward Liang
		2		Missing units on Mol Wt. 		2		Some flaws - did not identify alteplase analogues from other organisms but humans,   identified other proteases (trypsin) but not specific alteplase-like variants with different inhibitors/activators, 		2		agreed adequate		3		Great idea to reach out as a treatment for chronic cases		1		I think the idea here is to make a new formulation of alteplase with lower activity for treating patients with more chronic risk of clotting.  But not clear if D-dimer, a product of fibrin breakdown is even an inhibitor of alteplase.		2		JY raised her score based on discussion with KB who clarified that brainstorming session in engineering only require coming up with a general with a plausible mechanim.  This is sufficient because there will be multiple iterations to work out details.		2		Adequately done.  		2		identified customer -and clients as patients with chronic clotting and high BP risks.  

Value seems to be to make a longer-lasting lower efficiency product for chronically ill patients which is a good start, although details not worked out.		2		agreed adequatelead to realization that identification of value of solving problem for chronically ill patients was a good start.  Raised score to 2

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 4  SERINE PROTEASES
Pavel Galchenko, Greg Payne, Nick Peterman, Shanel Pickard, Shonit Sharma, Eunhae Yeo
		2		Missing units on Mol Wt. 		2		didn't say what reaction alteplase carried out.  Didn't say human organism source but just cell type.   Focused on activators and inhibitors for protease class of enzymes instead of alteplase		2		agreed adequate.  At first, Jaya was leaning lower but realized they had done 75% of questions correctly		2		They chose not to answer the question, even though they identified some deficiencies pertaining to alteplase and assumed that it would be a waste to compete against it. 		1		Decided there would be no marketable alternative to alteplase and just switched assigments to serine proteases!  although came up with a novel formulation of a tryptase inhibitor that could be used to monitor mast cell activation during treatment for anaphylaxis.  		2		JY raised score based on paragraph students provided on their research on alteplase at least identifying hemorraghing risk and idea to add a stabilizer.   Even though they changed formulation to Tryptase, they did do the steps correctly 		2		Their description is a bit rambling and didn’t answer the questions head on. I graded the VP based on their tryptase product rather than the alteplase variant.  		2		noted hospitals as both the client and customer.    They did identify value for their proposed  tryptase product for tracking anaphylaxis patients, although it was not well thought out		2		agreed adequate, although JY felt tryptase product wsan't well thought out.

				KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution		KB Score		KB notes		JY Score		JY notes		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		Notes on Resolution

		2019 TEAM 5  CLOTBEGONE
Samantha Huang, James Lee, Jack Lowe, Joe Policarpio, Krishin Shivdasani, Katy Stauffer
		2		they got the enzyme class wrong but everything else OK.  Close to a 3		2		thorough coverage especially of alteplase variants, active site, and visualization not only through crystal structure but SEM as well, however got the enzyme class wrong
close to a  3		2		This group was better than prior ones in terms of their coverage but  sicne missed an obvious question about class of enzyme, gave them a 2 		3		very detailed formulation		3		good proposal for using different size gold nanoparticles to deliver different doses of the drug and also with extended release.  Discussed limitations as well		3		agreed exceptional		2		didn't provide multiple quantifiable points of value		3		identified value in being able to give a lower effective does to reduce side effects to patients with clotting risk disorders (customer) and client is the hospital.		2		JY lowereed her score agreed that there were not multiple points of value.  So Jaya lowered score.
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combined rubric without notes

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		QUESTIONS		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?						2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?						3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?



		RATING SCALE		1 –Inadequate:  Students did not demonstrate awareness of Kegg or Brenda databases and/or only answered 3 or less of the 1st 7 questions
.
2- Adequate:  If they answered 75% of 1st 10 questions correctly (encompassing partial answers)

3- Exceptional:  1st 10 questions are correct and fully answered in an actionalble manner and contextualized.


				KB Score		JY Score		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		KB Score		JY Score		Combined/
Resolved 
Score		KB Score		JY Score		Combined/
Resolved 
Score

		2019 TEAM 1  SAFETEPLASE
		2		2		2		2		1		2		2		1		2

		2019 TEAM 2 - BALRANNASE
		2		2		2		3		2		2		3		2		3

		2019 TEAM 3  ULTRAPLASE

		2		2		2		3		1		2		2		2		2

		2019 TEAM 4  SERINE PROTEASES

		2		2		2		2		1		2		2		2		2

		2019 TEAM 5  CLOTBEGONE
		2		2		2		3		3		3		2		3		2

		AVERAGE		2		2		2		2.6		1.6		2.2		2.2		2		2.2
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combined rubric w-o notes 2

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  
To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		Rubric Questions 		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?		2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?		3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?



				Combined (Resolved) Rater Score
1 –Inadequate   2- Adequate    3- Exceptional

		TEAM 1  SAFETEPLASE
		2		2		2

		TEAM 2 - BALRANNASE
		2		2		3

		TEAM 3  ULTRAPLASE
		2		2		2

		TEAM 4  SERINE PROTEASES
		2		2		2

		TEAM 5  CLOTBEGONE
		2		3		2

		AVERAGE		2		2.2		2.2
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combined rubric w-o notes 3

		LEARNING RUBRIC - RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1:  
To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		Rubric Questions - How well did students __?		Q1: Demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases?		Q2: Demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on informatics findings?		Q3: Demonstrate an understanding of value propositions?

		Combined (Resolved) Rater Score		1 –Inadequate   2- Adequate    3- Exceptional

		AVERAGE 
(5 Student Teams)		2		2.2		2.2



												Rubric Questions 

												1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?

												2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?

												3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?
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rating diff example

		RATING DIFFERENCES DUE TO DISCPLINARY BACKGROUNDS  (Example, Safeteplase)
Learning Rubric Q2: How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?



		Rater 1 (Engineer)		Rater 2 (Biochemist)		Resolution

		Score 2 (adequate)		Initial Score 1 (inadequate)		Combined/Resolved Score 2 (adequate)

		Notes		Notes		Notes

		"There is a kernel of an idea - the allosteric inhibition that could reduce or control its activity. How that affects the degradation is unclear." 		"More indepth research needed on downstream inibitor (PA1) mechanism of action and the proposed allosteric site features. Value proposition had incorrect information on impact of PA1 inhibition on activity."  		Rater 2 (biochemist) increased score after discussing with Rater 1 (engineer) who clarified that engineering brainstorming sessions only require coming up with a generally plausible mechanim because there will be multiple iterations for the team to  research further into molecular details and correct errors.





rubric q table

		MIXED METHODS RESEARCH STUDY QUESTION 1
 To what extent do student artifacts reflect attainment of activity learning goals?

		LEARNING RUBRIC
Rating Scale:  1 – Inadequate,  2 – Adequate, 3 – Exceptional

		RUBRIC QUESTION 1		1) How well did the students demonstrate knowledge of how to use KEGG and/or BRENDA informatics databases to obtain the enzyme class, sequence, organismal source, structure, kinetic parameters of the natural and synthetic variants of alteplase?

		RUBRIC QUESTION 2		2) How well did the students demonstrate ability to propose a new formulation of alteplase based on knowledge obtained in #1?

		RUBRIC QUESTION 3		3) How well did the students demonstrate an understanding of value propositions including Client and Customer Base?
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